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Ray Hughes and Danny Costanzo are a pair of wisecracking Chicago cops. Julio Gonzales is a fast-
rising drug kingpin. In an effort to bring down Gonzales, Danny and Ray unintentionally blow the lid
off a long-running undercover operation which has been trying to crack Gonzales's drug ring. After
getting chewed out by Captain Logan, Ray and Danny are forced to take a "vacation" and spend
some time away from the force. To get away from the dreary Chicago winter, they go to Key West,
Florida. They are taken in by the life of leisure, natural beauty, and hot women. They love the pace
of life in a place where people stop and take time to watch the sunset each day. Danny comes up
with the idea to retire from the force and buy a bar in Key West, and gets Ray to go along with the
idea. Still, they don't feel right about retiring until they can nail Gonzales. Ray and Danny head back
to Chicago for one last mission as part of the force so that they can retire with clear consciences.
Ray and Danny are aiming for one final shot at Gonzales, one final showdown where they can bring
Gonzales down. Two street-wise Chicago cops have to shake off some rust after returning from a Key
West vacation to pursue a drug dealer who nearly killed them in the past. I saw this in the theater
and loved it! Yes, as "cop-buddy" movies go, it wasn't bad. But I feel that the chemistry between
Gregory Hines and Billy Crystal is what made this movie so good. They work so well together - like
they've known each other forever. And that's how it's supposed to seem. Yes, Smits was very good
as the villian, and the other actors that filled out the movie were good as well, but this was Gregory's
and Billy's movie and they ran with it. Even if they don't make a sequel, I would love to see those
two together again. I saw this movie when it first came out, and just saw it on DVD this weekend,
and it is actually better than I remembered. Crystal and Hines do work very well together, and the
plot doesn't get in the way of any of the action! I was struck by how part of this film seems to have
become the entire premise of "Die Hard".

Watch it and see if you think so! Nonstop banter between the two stars is rowdy, intimate, natural
and often very funny. Hyams keeps most of it fresh, including the action ending, staged within one of
Chicago’s architectural spectacles, the cavernous, glass-enclosed Illinois State Building. a5c7b9f00b 
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